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OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION

PERMANENT LIFTING MAGNETS

FOREWORD

Thanks for choosing BRISC PLM lifting magnet!
These instructions contain all the information required for safe and best use of the lifting magnet. Read the 
instructions carefully and follow the directions. Keep the instructions in a safe place close to the workplace.
On delivery please check that the lifting magnet is undamaged and complete. If the lifting magnet is 
damaged or incomplete, contact your supplier immediately.
The complete delivery consists of:
•    Lifting magnet PLM100, PLM300, PLM600, PLM1000, PLM2000,PLM3000 or PLM5000
•    Test Certificate
•    Operating and maintenance instructions
Never use a damaged or incomplete magnet.

WARRANTY

The lifting magnets are guaranteed for a term of 12 months. The guarantee is not applicable to 
shortcomings that can be wholly or partially attributed to:
•    Failure to comply with the operating and maintenance instructions or use considered as being other 

than normal.
•    Modifications or repairs not performed by manufacturer or an authorized agent.
The serial number of the lifting magnet can be found on the body and on the test certificate.

The warranty expires automatically.
•    In the event of non-payment or other breaches of the contract.
•    If the serial number has been tampered with, obliterated or lost.

NAME OF THE LIFTING MAGNET PARTS

1.  Magnet   
2.  Hook  
3.  Handle   
4.  Handle lock plate   
5.  Pole shoes

LIFTING MAGNET DESCRIPTION

This lifting magnet is a manually controlled permanent magnet lifter designed to handle (hoisting, 
traversing and setting down) ferromagnetic material like sheet, plate and round piece of common ferrous 
material. 
The working environment must comply with the following limits:
•  minimum temperature -10℃
•  maximum temperature +60℃
•  maximum humidity 80%
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND DIMENSIONS

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Warning for incorrect operation or action that could have physical injury or damage to the equipment as a 
result.
•  Never use this magnet before these instructions have been read and understood.
•  Persons fitted with a pacemaker or other medical equipment should never use the magnet without first 

consulting a medical specialist.
•  Never remove warning or instruction plates from the magnet.
•  Never stand or move under the load. 
•  Never transport over or past people.
•  Never use the magnet as an aid to lifting, supporting or transporting persons.
•  Ensure that the weight and dimensions of the load to be lifted do not exceed the maximum permitted values. 
•  Ensure the load does not sway during transportation.
•  Never lift plates thinner than indicated in the table above.
•  Never use a damaged or poorly operating magnet.
•  The magnet must remain fully horizontal during transport.
•  Only switch the magnet on when it has been placed on the load.
•  Only switch the magnet off when the load has been placed on a stable surface.
•  Never lift more than one workpiece at a time with this magnet.
•  Never try to switch the magnet ON or OFF while it is sitting on very thin or non-magnetic material or in air.
•  Never place the magnet over a large hole or bore.
•  Never leave a hoisted load unattended.
•  Never lifting load if unbalanced.
•  Never lift a load on the smallest side.
•  The temperature of the load must never exceed 80°C.

Length    Width       Height     Weight    workload limit for   Workload limit for
 (mm)      (mm)        (mm)         (kg)             plate (kg)        pipe and tube (kg)

PLM100       130          70            113          3.5                 100                          40

PLM300       205          95            153          10                  300                        120

PLM600       272         125           199          23                  600                        240

PLM1000     318         160           235          44                 1000                       400

PLM2000     496         160           260          72                 2000                       800

PLM3000     510         230           367         160                3000                      1200

PLM5000     725         360           441         450                5000                      2000

                                              PLM100    PLM300   PLM600    PLM1000  PLM2000  PLM3000   PLM5000

Plate Min Thickness (mm)         15              20             25              40              55             70              85

Round Min Thickness (mm)        8               12             20              25              35             45              55

Plate Max Length (mm)           1000          1500          2000         3000          3000         3500          4000

Round Max Length (mm)         1000          1500          2000         3000          3000         3000          3500

Round Max Diameter (mm)       150            180           250           280            350           400            450

Material                                                 Workload Limit for Various Materials (kg)

                                   %      PLM100     PLM300    PLM600   PLM1000  PLM2000  PLM3000  PLM5000

  St 37(S 235 JR)         100         100            300           600           1000         2000          3000          5000

   E 295 (ST 52)             96          96             288           576             960         1920          2880          4800

      Cast steel                90          90             270           540             900         1800          2700          4500

Stainless steel 430F      90          90             270           540             900         1800          2700          4500

       Cast Iron                45          45             135           270             450           900          1350           2250

          Nickel                  10          10              30             60              100           200           300            500
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The workload limit may become less as a result of:
•  Air gaps between the load and the magnet, caused by paper, dirt, paint, burrs, damage, surface 

roughness etc, either on the load or on the magnet.
•  Thin loads. The thinner the load, the less the lifting capacity.
•   Length and width of the load. Long wide parts that hang outside the magnet protrusions, resulting in an 

air gap. This is called the peeling effect. Therefore never place the magnet with the long side lengthwise 
on a flexible workpiece.•  The load material type. In generally high alloy percentage means low lifting 
capacity.  Some alloys are even totally non-magnetic (e.g. stainless steel 304). The values in the table 
above apply to St.37 (S 235 JR). For other materials the lifting capacity will reduce by percentages. For 
those materials not in the above table, consult your supplier.

•  A small contact surface between pole shoes and load. In case the load does not fully cover the pole 
shoes the lifting capacity will be reduced by the same percentage. Therefore a workpiece should cover 
both pole shoes as far as possible and always to an equal amount.

OPERATION

Read the safety instructions first before operating the magnet.
1.  Check the condition of the magnet each time before use. Wipe the pole shoes on the magnet and the 

contact surface of the workpiece clean. If necessary file off any burrs or irregularities.
2.  Place the magnet on the workpiece and the position the magnet in such a manner that it remains 

horizontal during lifting (determine the centre of gravity of the workpiece as accurately as possible).
3.  Grasp the handle bar and pull the handle out of its locked position. Switch the magnet on by placing the 

handle in position ON. Allow the spring pressure to pull the handle back into the locked position. Check 
this! Only now the handle can be released.

4.  Lift the load several centimeters and give the load a firm push to ensure that it is well gripped. Never 
stand under the load.

5.  Guide the load by holding the corners. Avoid collisions, swings and shocks. Never stand under the load 
and keep the load horizontal.

6.  Carefully set the load down until it is fully stable.
7.  Grasp the handle bar and pull the handle out of its locked position. Switch the magnet off by placing the 

handle in position OFF. Allow the spring pressure to pull the handle back into the locked position. Check 
this! Only now the handle can be released. But light workpiece may stick to the magnet after it has been 
switched off.

Handle locked in “OFF” position             Pull out the handle                                  Turn the handle

Handle in “ON” position                          Handle locked in “ON” position
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MAINTENANCE

•  The lifting magnets don't need special maintenance. It is best to keep the hook of the lifting magnet 
under control and check that contact surfaces of the pole shoes are not ruined.

•  Check the entire magnet, including the hook, lifting body and bolts for deformities, cracks or other 
defects. If the hook is deformed or more than 10% worn off, it should be replaced. Check the presence 
and legibility of the name plate and instruction plate. Check the pole shoes. If they are more than 
10%damaged ( pits, burrs etc.), the magnet should be returned to your supplier or an authorized agent 
for regrinding. Lifting capacity is checked following this operation.

•   Have the lifting capacity of your magnet checked by your supplier or an authorized agent at least once 
a year. 

The manual is distributed in a non controlled way, which means that the manufacturer reserves the right to modify the manual without any 
obligation to notify those who have previously received it. Any modifications and adaptations to the product or the manual, carried out after 
the date of delivery, shall not oblige the manufacturer to carry out work either on the device or on the manuals.

©Copyright 2008: All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be duplicated and/or made public by means of printing, photocopying, 
microfilm or ant other manner whatsoever without written permission from Brisc Magnetics Inc. This also applies to any accompanying 
drawing, diagram or illustration. 
 

BRISC MAGNETICS INC.
  8 Automatic Road, Unit C-6 Brampton, On. L6S5N4 Canada

                   Tel: 1-877-687-7253  /  Fax: 905-790-3740  /  Email: info@brisc.ca  /  Internet: www.brisc.ca
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